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STANDARDS* AND TESTS FOR MEASURING THE
EFFICIENCY OF SCHOOLS OR SYSTEMS OF
SCHOOLS.

Educators and laymen have always expressed opinions' with
respect to' the efficiency of our schools. In recent years there has
been developed, along with a refinement in the. technique of investi-
gation in education, a remarkable public interest in the attempts to
evaluate our educational practice. School inquiries, investigations,
or surveys have bedn conducted, or are planned, in a great many
cities thrqughout the United States. In each case there is the
supposition that such au inquiry or investigation will measure the
efficiency of the schools. It has not always been clear, either to
those making the survey, or to those who read the reports, that three
distinct t3Tes of measurement have ben employed, or three seta of
standards or tests applied. It is possible to characterize each
gation, or each part of some of the larger surveys, by one of the three
following methods of measurementfirst, measurement by personal
opinion; second, measurement by comparison; or third, measurement
by more or less well-established standards or units.

Measurement by personal opinion is valuable in just the degree in
which44 person passing the judgment is, by,training and experience,
qualified- to give an intelligent, opinip. Such personal judgments
have frequently suggested comparisons with other communities, and

'_wave at times, no doubt, been based upon more or less well-estab-
lished standards. The chief Characteristic of this type of report,
however; is found in the fact that the author does not feel that it is
necessary either to appeal to a painstaking comparison with other
similar situations or to state, the standards which ho uses in passing
his ju'dgment. Often the individual who is expressing a personal
opinion seek; to give dignity to his statements by saying that the
speaks in terms of facts. In effects his argument is that the situation
as he sees it, and as he has described it, leads inevitably to a conclu-
sion with respect to the strength or weakness of the school system
that has come under Ws observation. Of course, no such appeal to
facts can modify the situation. Unless careful comparisons have
been instituted, or commonly accepted standards applied in passing
the judgment, the opinion.expressedin the light of the so-called.facts
which have been discoVered remains siwply aie opinion,-
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Measurement by comparison is based upon the fundamental idea
that the common practice is the result of the judgment of many men
who have attempted to solve the same or very -similar problems. In
rekrts which have used the method of measurement by comparison,
the most common practice is used as the standard to which each local
situation is referred. tSuch comparisons have been made with regard
to expenditures, the progress and classification of children through
the grades of the school svbtem, the amount of time devoted to school
subjects, supervise ry provision, teacher training, tenure, and the
like. In the derivation of standards of efficiency, it will always be

/necessary to employ the comparative method. Any Adequate deriva-
tion of standards will, however, involve much more than Comparison.
Measurement ip any field is not successful merely because .we are
able to say that one quantity is more or less than another. It is
only when we have a measuring stick which enables us to describe
all of the quantities with which we deql in terms of definitely deter-
mined salts that we can claim to have any adequate method of
measurement.

We are only beginning to have measurement undertaken in terms
of standards or units which are, or which may become, commonly
recognized. Such standards will undoubtedly be develiped
means of applying scientifically derived scalps pf measurement to
many systems of schools. From such measurements it will be pos-

.. sible to describe accurately the accomplishment of children and to
derive a series of standards which will be ap licable to varying groups

.. of children and to different social demaddt*
Standards of accomplishment will always be stated in terms of

group measurements. For example; we will not demand that all
children in a given grade .he able to write with a certain speed and
with a certain degree of excellence, nor that they all be able to per_
form a certain number of Operations in arithmetic with a fixed speed.
We shall, rather, measure the abilities of the group in terms ofta cen-

.
tral tendency, possibly the median or Mode, and in terms of varia-
bility from this most common or median ability. The derivation of
standards, and their application to school situations, does not mean
that we shall attempt to plaice all children alike, or to secure thesame
product in every situation. It will be possible, however, for one who
has some appreciation of ,statistical method to compare groups of
children, either within the same schuOlAystem or in separate systems
of schools, with respect to shy ability or quality which they may
possess with even'greater assurance than vas have any fight to have

:1043omparing two individuals.
46c,

We may.ex' poet £ develop standards or tests of efficiency in the
6evetral different fields, or with respect to the several different:de-
twots .1vhich constitute a school system. It will not be wise to
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attempt to measure one .element in the situation out of relation to
others, since each 'part of a school system is not only related to but
in some measure determines the efficiency of every other part. For
example, we might consider the problems of business administration
as distinct, and yet we know that successful business adm- inistration
will deterfilincin nwmall degree the efficiency of work done in class-
rooms. It is only when buildings are properly constructed, lighted,
and ventilated, when supplies of the right sort are purchased and
properly distributed, that we can expect to do sAtisfactory work. In
like manner, the accomplishment of groups of children in the several
subjects which we teach, and the number of promotions or nonpro-
motionS, may be determined in considerable measure by the enfor4-
ment of: the compulsory-education law. In any attempt to ni4sure
the efficiency of a system of schools it will therefore be necessary to
include in such a survey all of the problems commonly considered
under the head of business administration, educational organization,
the recruiting of the' teaching Corps. and the accomplishment of
children. It is not plobable that it will ever be possible to establish
a single standard or unit of measurement the application of which
may be thought to determine the efficiency of a school system.

The business management of a system of schools is to be judged by
.the adequacy of the system of accounting and of reporting which is
used, just to the degree that such records are a measure of business
efficiency in other lines of Iniman endeavor. In so far as we have

. commonly accepted standards for school buildings, one may judge
of the efficiency of the school pliktit, Efficiency may fOrther be-deter-
mined by the degree to which the business management has succeeded
in standardizing supplies dnd equipment to the etui that waste is
eliminated. It can not be too strongly urged that neither.expendi-
ture per unit of population nor elpenditure per pupil measures the
efficiency of a schooKystem The question is always not the amount
spent, but the return secured for the money ezcpended. The develop.
ment of standards in business administration will be made possible
-ZOien we have mordadequate reporting in this field. Any compara-
tive study whielmight lead to the development of standards of effi-
ciency can be made only upon the basis of a large degree of uniformity
in accounting and in reporting fiscal statistics.

From the standpoint of the enforement of compulsory education,
which is in effect putting children hi touch. with the education which
we protle for theta, the efficiency of a system of public education is
measured by the ratio ot the number of children in school to the num-
ber of children in the community who ought legaliy to be in attend-
ance. If legal restrictions, control by agencies outside of the school
system, or the lack of funds render it,iipossible the enforcement of the
coMpulsorY. education law, OHO can not charge that those. what're:-
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responsible for the administration of public education are inefficient.
It is not probable that any city of considerable size can hope for effi-
cien67 in this respect without-the establishment of a continuing per-
manent census. .

Efficiency in school organization demands that children be differ-
entiated with respect to their mental, physical, and moral capacities.
It is relatively simple by physical examination to determine the need
for classes for the tubercular, the blind, the (leaf, and the crippled.
The fact that special types of education must he provided for these
several groups is easilIsstablished. It is not quite so sinii0 to deter-
mine the adequacy of the means'or ripthodsemployed in the classes
in which these children (tie found. Wiay, however, expect in the
light of further experience with cla:sses for these.children to develop
standards as adequate as those Nthich we apply to groups of normal
.children.

Childreniwho are mentally defective can be discdvered by tests
which are more or legs commonly accepted. The I3ine,t-Simon tests
are being applied throughout the United States for this purpose. It
isprobably not more difficult to discover children of superior ability,
and it would seem just as legitimate to judge of the efficiency with
respect to school organization of a school system in terms of the pro- 4
vision made for supernormal children as in ,terms of special classes
for defectives. .

f.rar delinquency demands special treatment. We judge the efti-
ciellray of the organization of a school system not infrequently by the
provision which is made for those who are habitually truant or who
are incorrigible. We should more frequently judge of the .elliciency

%Pof schools which attempt. to reform the morally delinquent in terms
of the later activities of the individuals placed in these special schools.
We may claim to have reformed a boy or girl only when we know,
because of our careful system of following up these special cases, that
they do not revert to those practices which we originallyiught. to
eliminate.

We are coming to recognize the need for a (tifferentiated curric-
ulum for children who-have finished their elementary school course.
It is not easy in the newer types of industrial, housed arts, agriz
cultural, or trade education, to determine the neck.; of4W cOmmtniity
nor the special aptitudes of children. Any adequate solution of the
problem of vocational training Will.iecessitate careful vocational
surveys and the largest possible opportunity for the discovery of the
speCial abilities of children. It is interesting to note that many of
those who are studying the problem of vocatignal guidance are coming
to speak more in terms of the discovery of special, ability in order
that adequate training may be given than in terms of placett. for

children to work
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One of the most common tests which has been applied to school
a systems during recent years is found in the percentages of retarda-

tion, elimination, promotion, and nonpromotion.. These statistics do

not, either singly or taken all together, measure the efficiency of the
school system. They are rather symptomatic. A large degree of

k, mcliminati n or retardation is significant attly in showing the need
for change, in curricula or in school organization, in calling attention
to A lax enforcement of the compulsory education law, -or in showing
the need for modifications in standards employed by the school sys-
tem. We shalt, of course, continue to follow chisely the statistics of
elimination, retardation, acceleration, and promotion._ Every ,com-
petent administrator will introduce cumulative record cards which
will enable him to trace accurately the history of ail children through-
out their School course. Such information v.-ili always be valuable,
even indispensable, to one who would study carefully a school situa-
tion. We shall have gained gratly, however, when we learn to con-

., sider these facts as symptoms rather than as final measures of
efficiency. . .

It has been suggested that the efficiency of schools be measured in
terms of medical insp'ection, dental inspection and triinnent,.the
provision for playgrounds and recreation, the satisfaction of chil-
dren's needs in terms of meals a4 clothing, and the provision for
the education of youth alai willies. 'It is unfair to judge a/school
system as efficient or inefficient in terms of aq one of these activities,
except as the community concerned has recognized these.activities
as belonging to the school. If the social group has determined that
these functions shall be added to those commonly belonging to the
school as an institution, then it will be po4ible to measure the efll-
ciency of each of these lines of endeavor by standards which we may"hope 'to derive.

Considerable progres; has been Inade in recent years in measuring
the accomplishment of children in the subjects which are taught in
our schools. The problem here is to come torecognize the necessity
for group measurements and group standardi, Such measurements
will invoble theollea of progressive increase in achievement and of
central tendencies %and variability within the group. Often such
testsiof efficiency vill be most significant in comparing the (Oita of a
single school system. Thework of Stone and Curtis in arithmetic,
the scales ftir measuring- th'p crudity of merit in handwriting' by
Thorhdiko and Ayres, and the kale for measuring English compo-
sition by Hillega.s, fire especially nbteworthy, . ':,

v '. Possibly the most satisfactory method a measuring the effieincy
of a tekher,is to-be found in the evaluation of her workas inaicated

, by the growth and development of the children Wffi vilom she
comes in contact. Such a method of meatuirement would be open to
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the objection that groups of children differ greatly in capacity, and
4 that therefore the achievements of several different groups of children

during any given period would not, after all, measure the ability of
. the teachers who taught them. Administrative and supervisory

officers constantly pass judgment upon the work of teachers and
rate thjm without any such painstaking method as has been sug-
gested. Any adequate'schome of measuring the efficiency of teachers 6
must take inlif account those qualities which make for succes, and
must allow eight to each of these several qualities in proportion to
their importance. Such a schedule has been prepared by Prof.
E. C. Elliott, and is issued by the State Department of Education
at Madison, Wis., as an "outline of it tentative schemo for the
measurement of teaching efficiency."

The more we attempt to establish standards and tests the more
insistent we will have to be that our practice be carefully described
in the recorM which are made by teachers and supervisory officers.
Such material will be most significant for school systems which have

sorganized as a part of their administrative system a bureau of investi-
gation. Indeed, the administAtive or supervisory officer of the
future may be expected tb act largely in terms of measurements
Whickenable him to judge accurately of the efficiency of any element
or part of the school system of whieh he has charge. We may
expect that a group of capable investigators will work under the
direction of the superintendent of schools to the end that he and the
community which he serves may have constantly available the most

.adequate information possible with respect to the efficiency of the
school system.

It may not be claimed that the measurement of the several parts
or elements of r} school system necessarily indicates the efficiency
of those charged with the administAtion of our schools. It may be
that a school system is inefficient because a community is relatively
oor, or unusually lacking in progressive leadership. Unusual
facilities for the development of a most excellent system olowirools
may be provided by virtue of the superior intelligence and the large
resnurces .of the population of another school unit. The most
sigtufi. Cant measure of efficiency is progressive development or
iniprovemelt within the system of schools measured.

Greater progress will be made-in the establishment of standards
and tests, and in the, development of more adequate measurements
of ee-efficiency of school systems, when we establish a committee,

. a board, or commission on school efficiency. It is of the utmost
importance' that this committee or board be representative of the
most significant Scholaishipoand of the best administrative practicit
kttcrivit to our professiBhe 'his body .should be constituted by the

':,Ifation4 Council of Ednaat4oi.. Its. functions should be as follows:
'.
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1. It sholld offer encouragement, expert advice, and opportunity
for publication to those engaged in scientific work in the direction
of the derivation of scales of ,measure,went, in the. application of
such scales or units to actual sch-ool situations, or in the establish-
ment in any other manner of standards in relation to public edu-
cation.

2. It should offer expert advice with respect to the nature and
scope of -surveys, investigations, or inquiries to be undertaken in
any part of the United States.

3. It should offer to members of our profession engaged in admin-
istrative work the opportunity to secure a scientific investigation of
theirlystems of schools under the direction of profession! experts.
As the situation is at present, we have the anomaly which permits a
politician, an interested book-publishing company, or a personal
enemy of the chief administrative officer of a school system to attempt
to secure the removb.1 of such an officer without any adequate measure
of the efficiency of the school system or the: accomplisknient of the
man whose work is called in question. The establishment of.a body
of professional experts.would in time render such action impossible.

'or the work of a committee or board such as is contemplated'
in the statements Aldo above, a liberal appropriation should be
made by the National education Association, and it is possible that
further endowment should be sought in order to make possible those
activities which will mean the increase in efficiency of our 01.-stem of
public education and the establishment of our profession.

There is appended a bibliography of 339 titles pertinent-to the sub-
s ject of which the report of the committee treats. This bibliography

was prepared for the committee by Dr. I. L. Kandel.
G. D. STRAYER, Chairman.
Wm. II. MAXWELL,
E. C. ELLIOTT,

E. L. THORNDIKE,
J. II. AN SICKLE,

E. P. CUBBERLEY,
Committee.481764°-13- -:--2
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